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Abstract
Title: Energy-efficient intelligent mobile notification management
Author: Aleksandar Cuculoski
Mobile phones are a popular platform that has a close relationship with the
user. Such a device acts as an intermediate between the user and the ap-
plications that keep us socially active and help us schedule our tasks, shop,
or navigate in our everyday lives. As such, these applications require a por-
tion of our time, which, on the other hand, gives them the ability to request
user’s attention through notifications. However, this ability does not neces-
sarily mean reachability as that notification might arrive at an inappropriate
time, thus having a negative impact on the user, resulting in poor task per-
formance, stress, and annoyance.
In the following thesis, we sought to determine the most appropriate sit-
uations of interrupting users without creating a heavy burden on the phone.
Through a real-world mobile-app data collection campaign with 19 volun-
teers over 2 weeks we collected fine-grain sensor information about a user’s
context. From the features extracted we created machine learning models
to determine the most informative sensors. We used that data to chart sen-
sors’ informativeness versus their energy consumption. We then devised a
method that allows a controlled trade-off between the accuracy of the inter-
ruptibility inference and energy consumption, as such allowing for a specific
energy-optimal interruptibility management.
Keywords: mobile sensing, interruptibility, approximate mobile computing.

Povzetek
Naslov: Energijsko ucˇinkovito inteligentno upravljanje mobilnih obvestil
Avtor: Aleksandar Cuculoski
Mobilni telefoni so vsepovsod prisotne naprave, ki so z uporabnikom tesno
povezane. Delujejo kot vmesnik med uporabnikom in aplikacijami, ki uporab-
nika ohranjajo druzˇbeno aktivnega in mu pomagajo nacˇrtovati opravila,
nakupovati ali krmariti v vsakdanjem zˇivljenju. Aplikacije po eni strani
zahtevajo cˇas in pozornost uporabnika, po drugi strani pa pripomorejo k nje-
govi dosegljivosti. Vendar to ni nujno pozitivno, saj lahko obvestilo prispe v
neprimernem cˇasu, kar negativno vpliva na uporabnika. To lahko povzrocˇi
slabsˇe izvajanje nalog, stres in druge nevsˇecˇnosti.
V diplomskem delu smo skusˇali ugotoviti katere so najustreznejˇse situacije
za prekinitev uporabnikov, ne da bi pri tem porabil veliko baterije. S kam-
panjo zbiranja podatkov iz mobilnih aplikacij devetnajstih prostovoljcev smo
dva tedna zbirali podatke, ki se nanasˇajo na uporabo aplikacij v danem
kontekstu. Ustvarili smo modele strojnega ucˇenja in dolocˇili najbolj informa-
tivne senzorje za namen ugotovljananja prekinljivosti uporabnika. S pomocˇjo
podatkov smo nacˇrtovali informativnosti senzorjev glede na njihovo porabo
energije. Nato smo zasnovali metodo, ki omogocˇa nadzorovan kompromis
med tocˇnostjo sklepanja o prekinljivosti in porabo energije, oz. omogocˇa
energijsko optimalno upravljanje prekinljivosti.
Kljucˇne besede: mobilno zaznavanje, prekinljivost, pribilno mobilno racˇunalniˇstvo.

Razsˇirjeni povzetek
Mobilni telefoni, zlasti pametni telefoni, so z leti postali nepogresˇljiv pripomocˇek
v vsakdanjem zˇivljenju. Postali so veliko vecˇ kot naprave, ki jih uporabljamo
za komuniciranje. Pametni telefoni so vsepovsod prisotne naprave, ki so z
uporabnikom tesno povezane. Nenehno nas obvesˇcˇajo o prometu, vremenu,
novicah, nas povezujejo prek druzˇbenih medijev ter s pomocˇjo takojˇsnjega
sporocˇanja, nam pomagajo uresnicˇiti urnik oz. planirana opravila, v neka-
terih primerih pa nam lahko z dodatnimi napravami pomagajo spremljati
nasˇe zdravje in uspesˇnost. Medtem ko so odlicˇen pripomocˇek, ki zdruzˇuje vecˇ
orodij, se je treba zavedati dveh glavnih omejitev. Prva je psiholosˇka. Stalna
mobilna povezava pomeni proaktivno posredovanje informacij. Cˇeprav so
nekatere od teh informacij koristne, sˇtevilo prekinitev, ki zahtevajo pozornost
uporabnika, narasˇcˇa. To lahko privede do zmanjˇsane delovne ucˇinkovitosti
[14], stopnjevanje napak pri opravilih [5], stresa [17] in nevsˇecˇnosti, ki lahko
pripeljejo do tega, da uporabnik odstrani aplikacijo [27]. Druga tezˇava ob
uporabi pametnih telefonov je zˇivljenjska doba baterije. Med razvojem mo-
bilnih telefonov smo opazili velike izboljˇsave mobilnih komponent, razen ba-
terije. Sˇirok izbor senzorjev v kombinaciji s kompleksnim racˇunanjem zahteva
vse vecˇ energije. Uporaba senzorjev lahko privede do drasticˇnega zmanjˇsanja
zˇivljenjske dobe baterije [6].
V diplomskem delu se ukvarjamo s podatki, ki smo jih pridobili od devet-
najstih prostovoljcih v dveh tednih. S pomocˇjo algoritmov strojnega ucˇenja
skusˇamo, v odvisnosti od konteksta, razumeti razpolozˇljivost uporabnikov in
zmanjˇsati porabo baterije s strani senzorjev, ki jih uporablja naprava.
Najprej smo ustvarili aplikacijo za mobilne naprave z operacijskim siste-
mom Android, ki je namenjena zbiranju realnih podatkov. Z ciljem, da bi
vkljucˇili cˇim vecˇ uporabnikov, je nasˇa aplikacija delovala na API nivojih od
23 do 29. Aplikacija nenehno “poslusˇa” obvestila z uporabo storitve “Noti-
ficationListenerService”, ki je osrednja storitev. Vsakicˇ, ko je bilo obvestilo
objavljeno ali odstranjeno s klikom ali potegom, smo aktivirali senzorje mo-
bilne naprave, da bi dobili informacije kontekstu uporabe. Senzorji, ki smo
jih uporabljali, so bili: stanje baterije, Bluetooth, prepoznavanje aktivnosti,
svetloba v okolju, pospesˇkometer, senzorji za lokacijo (GPS) , senzorji za
blizˇino, stanje zaslona, glasnost in WiFi. Za zbiranje potrebnih podatkov, ki
jih ustvarjajo senzorji, smo uporabili ogrodje AWARE [10]. Vsakih dvana-
jst ur so se zbrani podatki sinhronizirali z nasˇo bazo podatkov Firebase, v
trenutkih, ko je uporabnik priklopljen na omrezˇje WiFi in ko je raven bater-
ije telefona dovolj visoka, kako ta postopek ne bi vplival na samo napravo.
Zbrane podatke smo predhodno obdelali s pomocˇjo pythona in priljubljenih
knjizˇnic numpy, pandas in scikit-learn. Za vsak senzor posebej smo z ra-
zlicˇnimi tehnikami izlocˇili eno ali vecˇ funkcij. Podatke, pridobljene iz ob-
vestil, smo analizirali s ciljem, da bi poiskali trende znacˇilne za dolocˇene
uporabnike. Najprej smo odstranili uporabnike, ki so imeli dvomljive po-
datke, oz. odstranili smo uporabnike, ki niso imeli nobenega obvestila ali so
imeli konsistentno sˇtevilo obvestil. To je zmanjˇsalo skupno sˇtevilo uporab-
nikov na sˇtirinajst. Iz precˇiˇscˇenih podatkov smo obravnavali obvestila skozi
cˇas v dnevu, ko so le-ta bila ustvarjena, ter ugotovili smo, da sta se sˇtevilo in
verjetnost klika obvestila cˇez dan povecˇevala. Dodatno smo opazovali reakci-
jski cˇas in vpliv obvestil, sprejetih v zadnjih 30 minutah, ter pokazali smo, da
se verjetnost klika oz. odstranitve obvestila povecˇuje, v povezavi s presˇnjim
obvestilom.
Za iskanje najbolj informativnih lastnosti uporabnikov smo uporabili dva
pristopa: oblikovanje splosˇnih in osebnih modelov. Za oblikovanje splosˇnega
modela uporabnika smo uporabili vse senzorje, razen Bluetooth in WiFi, saj
lastnosti, ki smo jih pridobili iz podatkov senzorjev, ni bilo mogocˇe posplosˇiti.
Izhodiˇscˇno vrednost za verjetnost klika na notifikacijo smo postavili na pod-
lagi verjetnosti ki smo jo opazili v nasˇih podatkih, ki je znasˇala 62%, in tako
smo s pomocˇjo modelov strojnega ucˇenja povecˇali napovedno tocˇnost klikov.
Izbrali smo pet algoritmov strojnega ucˇenja: K najblizˇjih sosedov (angl. k-
nearest neighbors - KNN), naivni Bayes (angl. naive Bayes - NB), metodo
s podpornimi vektorji (angl. support vector machine - SVM), nakljucˇni
gozdovi (angl. radnom forest - RF), odlocˇitvena drevesa (angl. decision
tree - DT) in AdaBoost. S ciljem, da bi izbrali najboljˇse parametre mode-
lov, ki smo jih gradili z izbranimi algoritmi, smo izvedli izcˇrpno iskanje po
mrezˇi (angl. GridSearchCV). Najprej smo podatke razdelili po uporabnikih,
nato pa smo podatke vsakega uporabnika razdelili v razmerju 70/30. Nato
smo 70% podatkov ponovno razdelili v razmerju 70/30 ter 70% podatkov
uporabili za ucˇenje in 30% podatkov za validacijo modela. Po izbiri na-
jboljˇsih parametrov smo za testiranje modelov uporabili metodo izlocˇi enega
(angl. leave-one-out), ki je poseben primer metode precˇnega preverjanja. Na
primeru sˇtirinajstih uporabnikov, to pomeni, da smo pusˇcˇali enega uporab-
nika za potrjevanje, in da smo s pomocˇjo podatkov preostalih trinajstih
uporabnikov gradili model. Z rotiranjem uporabnikov, smo vsakicˇ znova
reinicializirali model, ter postopek smo ponovili sˇtirinajstkrat. Modeli so bili
ocenjeni za vse mozˇne izbire atributov (lastnosti). Isti postopek smo ponovili
pri pristopu izgradnje osebnih modelov z nekaj majhnimi prilagoditvami. Pri
osebnih modelih smo uporabili vse senzorje, vkljucˇno z WiFi in Bluetooth.
S ciljem, da bi izbrali najboljˇse parametre smo uporabili isti postopek, ker
smo obravnavali podatke enega uporabnika, smo najprej razdelili podatke v
razmerju 70/30 in nato sˇe 70% podatkov razdelili v razmerju 70/30. Drugo
razdelitev smo uporabili za iskanje najboljˇsih parametrov, medtem ko smo
prvo razdelitev uporabili za oceno modelov, ki se nanasˇajo na izbrano osebo.
Podobno, smo za izgradnjo splosˇnega modela uporabili vse mozˇne kombi-
nacije lastnosti. Pri koncˇni analizi smo uposˇtevali povprecˇno tocˇnost mod-
elov vseh uporabnikov. Verjetnost klika na sporocˇilo je pred modeliranjem
znasˇala 62%. S pomocˇjo modelov strojnega ucˇenja smo napoved klika na
obvestilo izboljˇsali in sicer, s pomocˇjo splosˇnega modela z 72% oz.osebnega
modela na 84%.
Ko smo enkrat razumeli informativnost vsakega senzorja, smo se zacˇeli
ukvarjali z njihovo porabo energije in razmerjem energija-tocˇnost. Najprej
smo zdruzˇili podatke nekaterih senzorjev, kot so senzorji za porabe bater-
ije, prepoznavanje aktivnosti, svetlobo, merilnik pospesˇka, blizˇina, zaslon in
glasnost, ki jih obravnavamo kot osnovne senzorje, glede na to, da je bila
porabo baterije osnovnih senzorjev zelo nizka. Ustvarili smo hierarhijo, kjer
smo k osnovnim senzorjem po potrebi dodajali senzorje, npr. zacˇensˇi z meril-
nikom pospesˇka smo dodali Bluetooth, nato WiFi in lokacijo na koncu. Nato
smo zasnovali metodo za nadzorovanje kompromisa med tocˇnostjo modela in
porabo energije, ki temelji na zaupanju. Nasˇ model je temeljil na parametru
zaupanja, ki smo ga izracˇunali z metodama naivnega Bayesa in nakljucˇnih
gozdov. Za nadzor nad razmerjem energija-tocˇnost smo postavili pet pragov
zaupanja: 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, kjer smo modelu dodali dodatni sen-
zor, cˇe je bilo zaupanje modela pod dolocˇenim pragom. Za vsak prag smo
izracˇunali vrednost kompromisa razmerja energija-tocˇnost. Opazovali smo,
kako se metodi NB in RF odzoveta na dodajanje podatkov senzorjev in
kako se z dodajanjem njihov prag spreminja. Metoda NB je pokazala, da
je ucˇinkovitejˇsa in zanesljivejˇsa le pri nizˇjih pragovih, medtem ko je metoda
RF glede tocˇnosti v vseh primerih boljˇsa. Z vidika energetske ucˇinkovitosti
se je metoda RF pokazala pri viˇsjih pragovih ucˇinkovitejˇsa. Iz obeh metodah
smo lahko opazili, da zviˇsanje praga vpliva na tocˇnost in energijo.
Na koncu smo iz zbranih podatkov razvili prakticˇen pristop, ki je namen-
jen ohranjanju energije. Zacˇeli smo z 90% pragom in z vsakim obvestilom
smo naredili napoved z modelom. Cˇe model ni bil dovolj zaupen, smo znizˇali
prag za 10% in nadaljevali z naslednjim obvestilom. Ta postopek smo pon-
avljali, dokler nismo dobili odgovora, po katerem smo prag ponastavili na
90%. Modele smo ocenili s sˇtudijo primera na enem uporabniku, ki je prejel
42 obvestil na dan. S tem smo dobili grobo oceno, kako tocˇni so bili nasˇi
modeli in koliko energije bi lahko ohranili. Iz sˇtudije smo videli, da je bil
NB ucˇinkovitejˇsi, saj smo porabili 42% manj energije, ob predpostavki, da bi
vsi senzorji nenehno delovali, in njegova tocˇnost je 81%. RF je bil z vidika
energije slabsˇi, saj smo porabili le 17% manj energije, cˇe bi uporabili vse
senzorje, vendar je tocˇnost RF bila nekoliko boljˇsa, oz. 86%.
V tem diplomskem delu smo raziskali problem prekinljivosti moblinih
uporabnikov. V primerjavi s prejˇsnjimi deli je v tem delu prvicˇ uposˇtevana
poraba energije senzorjev, ki zagotavljajo podatke potrebne za ugotavljanje
prekinljivosti. Verjamemo, da pristop k energetsko ucˇinkovitem ugotavl-
janju prekinljivosti razvit v nasˇem delu odpira prostor za bodocˇe raziskave
na temo kontekstno-zavedajocˇega, vendar energetsko ucˇinkovitega mobilnega
racˇunanja.

Chapter 1
Introduction
Mobile phones are ubiquitous, highly personalized devices. The number of
mobile connections has already exceeded the number of people on the planet,
and around 44% of people own a smart phone [12]. Most of the day, our
phones are with us throughout the daily routine. Smart phones have become
an essential part of our life. They make sure we stay informed, help us with
our tasks, keep us connected through social media and instant messaging.
As such, mobile phones have a close connection with their user.
Mobile computing with constant connection means proactive information
delivery. This lessens our everyday load, as we do not have to actively think
about the phone battery charge, scheduled meetings, items on the shopping
list, or whether there is a traffic jam. All of this allows us to better manage
our time and helps us multitask better. However, the number of interruptions
to request users attention is ever growing [1]. This could lead to reduced work
productivity [14], increased task error rates [5], stress [17] and annoyance
leading to the user uninstalling the app [27].
Another problem we face with smart phones is energy consumption.
Phones have a limited amount of energy available [8]. Modern phones used
on average have the battery capacity to last a day or two. This has been
a well known issue and is constantly being worked on. Besides physically
expanding the battery capacity, which is extremely difficult considering the
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small dimensions that a smartphone has to have, one way of increasing the
battery life is to make phones more efficient [30]. The battery life is directly
connected with how different components are used, as carelessly using power-
hungry mobile components results in drastically decreasing battery levels [6].
Problems of interruptibility and energy consumption are not disconnected.
Recent studies about inferring whether a user is interruptible use mobile sen-
sors, such as GPS location, device movement, etc., to infer the context in
which a user is, and then connect the context with the user’s reaction to
notifications. However, sensing that is at the foundations of these models is
energy hungry.
In this thesis we address the problem of modeling a user’s interruptibility
while at the same time taking care that the interruptibility inference is done
with minimal use of energy.
This thesis brings the following specific contributions:
• Data-set collection, we designed and implemented our Android ap-
plication in order to capture the user’s multimodal context (location,
physical activity, wireless environment, and other parameters) every
time a mobile notification arrived or is removed. We recruited 19 vol-
unteers that would have the app constantly running for two weeks.
• Interruptibility statistics and feature engineering for inter-
ruptibility inference, we extracted and analysed the features from
our collected real-world data. The extensive analysis revealed trends
in the users’ behaviour such as being more available at home, clicking
on notifications even when the phone was on vibration or silent and
having a greater number of removed notifications when the phone was
locked.
• General and personal interruptibility models, in order to find
the best combination of sensors that describe a group of users or an
individual we performed an extensive feature selection and model test-
ing. We achieved the accuracy of 73% when inferring whether a user
Bachelor thesis 3
was interruptible or not with a general and 84% when inferring with a
personal interruptibility model.
• A novel confidence-based method for trading off energy for ac-
curacy in mobile interruptibility inference, using the confidence
parameter of Naive Bayesian and Random Forest algorithms, we de-
vised a method that allowed us to use less power hungry sensors when
a model was more confident in its inference, and thus, saved energy
overall.
• A demonstration of a practical approach to energy-efficient
interruptibility inference, using the data of a single user from a
single day we tested our approach by setting the confidence threshold
at 90%, and, if we were unable to reach that threshold, decreasing it
by 10% until we got an answer. Using this method, we discovered that
NB performed 42% more efficiently than the straightforward approach
with all the sensors on, while achieving 81% inference accuracy, RF
performed 20% more efficiently with the accuracy of 84%.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
The effects of interruptions and the means of managing them have been ex-
tensively explored in the area of human-computer interaction [3]. In this
paper Anderson et al. explored and analysed a great number of theoretical
and practical approaches to better manage interruptions. They began by
examining the psychological impact of an interruption and the reaction by
the user in different environments. By understanding how humans process
interruptions, they tried to combine cognitive psychology with ubiquitous
computing. Using smartphones fitted with sensors that provide information
about the user’s contextual environment, and to some extent even about
the user’s psychological state, the authors provided detailed instructions on
how to model a user’s behaviour. They explored a wide variety of features
that belong to five different domains: physical activities, device interaction,
location, temporal and psychophysiological domain. By understanding the
sensors and the features, they provided, we create models that better describe
the user, such as availability [29], attentiveness [26], broader contextual infor-
mation [24], breakpoints between physical activities/application usage [20],
task engagement [25] and mental workload [31].
With the advances in the area of mobile computing, the focus has shifted
towards inferring the interruptibility of a mobile user. In the study Int-
teruptMe, Pejovic´ and Musolesi tried to recognize the users availability through
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context and timely reply, and between context and the users emotion towards
that interruption. They focused on the broader context by observing activ-
ity, location, time of day, emotions and engagement. The knowledge gained
from the study was used to create an Android library that would coordinate
notifications timing in order to minimize reaction time. They used an on-
line learner to conduct the study and have showed the impact of previous
interruptions on the user’s current interruptibility [24].
In the paper Attelia, Okoshi et al. explored the ever growing information
provided by applications with regards to the unchanged user’s availability.
They proposed a middleware that did not use any psycho-physiological sen-
sors, but rather focused on the phone events by observing certain applica-
tions. By monitoring application events only, they were able to capture a
bigger audience and mitigate energy consumption issues, while effectively be-
ing able to capture breakpoints in user interactions. They hoped to achieve
an easy way to integrate application using only software [20].
Another important issue we face with smart phones is the battery life.
Pardiso and Starner explored the slow improvement of the battery in contrast
to the rapid growth of the mobile components. They examined the history of
the battery technology development, as well as the modern ways to optimize
battery consumption. They looked at the different ways to generate and har-
vest energy, to better organize and group mobile tasks for greater efficiency
[21]. By looking at the improvements done to the battery compared to other
mobile components, we can deduce that major battery improvements are not
going to happen in the near future. The only solution left is to use the mobile
components in a smarter and more efficient way which would have a smaller
impact on the battery life.
The fact is that not all of the phone sensors use the same amount of
energy. Certain sensors like GPS can consume a significant amount of energy
and can have a huge impact on the battery life if handled irresponsibly,
while other sensors like the proximity sensor can be very efficient. The way
we activate and sample the sensors can improve the information we get,
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and preserve more energy in the process. Hermann et al. examined the
possibility of improving sensor’s energy efficiency through the user’s context.
They proposed an application that changes the sampling rate of sensors based
on the user’s changing context to which they claimed that it could improve
battery lifetime by 5x [13]. In this thesis we built upon such efforts, and
in accordance with the philosophy of approximate mobile computing [23],
examined the opportunities for selective sensor sampling with the goal of
trading the energy use for variable accuracy mobile interruptibility inference.
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Chapter 3
Data Gathering
In order to achieve our goal of minimizing the energy use during the mobile
interruptibility inference, we first needed to identify the sensors that capture
the context relevant to a user’s interruptibility. This could be achieved if
a sufficiently large dataset of a users’ interruptibility and their contextual
environment was collected. Therefore we devised an application that for
two weeks would passively listen to any notification activity on the phone
and record the users’ context. Our application recorded the context and the
time when a notification had been posted as well as the context and the
time when the notification was handled by the user. A notification could
be handled in many ways, however, we were only interested in when the
notification is interacted with by the user. There were two ways a user could
interact with a notification, either by clicking the notification in which case
we presumed that the user was available for interruption, or the user swiped
the notification, in which case we presumed they were not.
3.1 Android Application Overview
We designed and developed an Android application that would listen for
notifications and gather sensor data accordingly [2]. The goal of this appli-
cation was to activate and save the sensor’s data when a notification arrived.
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The user could answer a notification by clicking it or remove a notification
by swiping it. We targeted all Android versions from Android 6.0 (SDK
23) to Android 10 (SDK 29). The app would constantly listen for notifica-
tions using the “NotificationListenerService” [19] as a Foreground Service.
When a notification arrived or was removed we started an IntentService
that would activate and store the data from the sensors. The application had
a broadcast receiver on device boot. We used this receiver to relaunch the
Foreground Service after a phone had been rebooted, ensuring that the
app ran at all times. We implemented Firebases’s “crashlytics” to capture
any crashes that might happen during the data gathering period so we could
patch and inform the user to relaunch the app. Fortunately we did not record
any crashes, however, this did not mean that the app was not killed by the
operating system. The application’s primary duty was to run as a service
for data collection, thus there was no need to implement an elaborate user
inference. Nevertheless, we provided a basic inference with the breakdown of
the notification usage statistics (shown in Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Data gathering application.
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3.2 Android Architecture
Figure 3.2: Application flow.
We first provided some preliminaries that explain the design decisions we had
made when devising our data collection application. Android “Service” com-
ponent allows applications to perform long-running operations in the back-
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ground. There are three different types of services: foreground, background
and bound. Foreground services perform operations that are visible to the
user in form a notification, for example music player. They are long last-
ing and it is very unlikely to be interrupted by the OS. Background services
perform tasks that are not directly visible by the user, for example storing
data. Furthermore the background service can be divided into a Service
and an IntentService. A Service does not create its own thread as such
all of the computation is done on the UI thread. performing heavy compu-
tation could result in creating “Application Not Responding” errors. Unlike
Service, an IntentService creates a new thread which allows it to per-
form heavy background processing without blocking the UI thread. Calling
an IntentService multiple times does not spawn multiple threads, instead
the intents are queued and are executed one by one. The Android system is
allowed to stop services when memory is low and it must recover resources
for the activity that has user focus. If a service is started as a foreground
service, it has a very low chance of getting killed.
Our application (shown in Figure 3.2) uses two types of services. Fore-
ground service for our “NotificationListenerService” which listens to any no-
tification activity and needs to stay alive for a period of two weeks. The
second service is an IntentService named “AwareService”, whose purpose
is to record and store the context data sampled at a notification event. The
application can be started in two ways. Either when it is opened by the user
or when our BroadcastReceiver is called on “BOOT COMPLETED”. In
both cases “NotificationListenerService” is started as a foreground service.
After a notification is posted or removed the AWARE IntentService is started.
Using the AWARE Framework [10], thus activating all sensors and starting a
Runnable with multiple delays for all the groups of sensors to be sequentially
turned off. The AWARE Framework is commonly used in mobile sensing ap-
plications for passively gathering and storing each of the sensors data in their
respective table for later processing. We have three groups of sensors. The
first group consists of: battery, light, proximity, screen and volume. This
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group is turned off after 1 second. The second group consists of location and
activity recognition. This group is turned off after 5 seconds. The third and
final group consists of: accelerometer, Bluetooth and WiFi. This group is
turned off after 1 minute. AWARE service is an IntentService and consid-
ering that IntentService are queued up when started we cannot wait for
one notification arrival to be processed before starting the sensing for a new
notification instance. That is why we have a Runnable out of which we can
have multiple instances working in parallel, each one belonging to a different
notification. At each of the delays completion we check if some other instance
is using the same group of sensors. If not, we turn off that group. At the
beginning of the IntentService using the AWARE Framework we start the
sensors.
3.2.1 Data Storage
Each user had a randomly generated unique user ID (UID) when they opened
the app for the first time. We used this UID to distinguish between users
to discover certain unique trends and form a personal interruptibility model
for the user. Every time a notification was recorded a unique notification
ID was generated. Each sensor had its own table and we created one more
database for the metadata which contained information about the time and
day in which notification was received, how long it took the user to respond,
as well as how the user responded to that notification. All of the databases
contained the UID and the notification ID. For our central DB, we chose
Firebase’s realtime database. When the user first opened the application, we
registered a Worker, which would sync the data with the central DB every 12
hours when the phone’s battery was not low and connected to an unmetered
network such as WiFi. This ensured that our data gathering application had
the minimal effect on the phone’s battery lifetime and incurred no additional
monetary cost to the user.
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3.3 Collected Data
3.3.1 Sensors data
We used a wide variety of sensors hoping to capture as many environmental
factors that might impact the users availability as possible. We used the
following sensors and methods:
Battery - we programmatically obtained the battery status – whether the
phone was charging or discharging;
Light - ambient light value in Lux;
Proximity - a binary proximity value corresponding to whether the sensor
was covered or not;
Screen - a binary value corresponding to screen locked or unlocked;
Volume - categorical volume state representing whether the phone was set
to Ring, Vibration, Silent or Do Not Disturb;
Google Activity Recognition (GAR) - a user’s activity as detected by
the GAR API classifiers categorized into: still, walking, running, in a
vehicle and so on [4], sampled for a maximum of five seconds;
Location - GPS-assisted current location information in longitude and lat-
itude captured using Google Play Location Services, sampled for a
maximum of five seconds;
Linear accelerometer - used the accelerometer and gyroscope to deter-
mine the user’s acceleration while ignoring the gravitational accelera-
tion. Sampled for one minute, after which the output was resampled
to 2048 sampled for further Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processing;
Bluetooth - a set of nearby Bluetooth devices’ IDs sampled over one minute;
WiFi - a set of nearby Wi-Fi access points’ IDs sampled over one minute;
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3.3.2 Interaction data
In order to observe the user’s interaction with the notifications, we used the
“NotificationListenerService”. The service provided two methods that in-
formed us about the phone’s notifications “onNotificationPosted” and “on-
NotificationRemoved”. “onNotificationPosted” was called whenever a cer-
tain application had posted a notification. We activated the sensors and
created an instance where we generated a unique id , saved the time when
the notification was posted and labelled the interaction as “Posted”.
“onNotificationRemoved” was called whenever a notification was removed,
either by the user, OS or the application itself. In order to determine how
and who removed the notification, for API greater or equal than 26 a pa-
rameter called “reason” informed us if the user had removed the notification
by clicking or dismissing it, or if someone else removed it. However, since
we covered all phones from API 23 to 29, we also used the method “onNo-
tificationRemoved” of API 21. This method was not able to tell us how the
notification was removed, thus to determine that, we looked at the event log.
By observing how the user interacted with the application after the notifi-
cation was removed, we were able to tell if the user clicked or dismissed the
notification. It is important to note that most of our users had a phone with
an API equal or greater than 26 and for those who did not have our data
set showed that we had a few issues gathering data from them. Once we
had determined the reason for removing a notification by using either one of
the two versions of the “onNotificationRemoved” method and if that reason
showed that it was the user that had removed the notification (not the OS)
we proceeded with gathering information. Same as before, we activated all
of the sensors, generated a unique id for the notification, saved the time of
the interaction, saved the id of the parent instance when the notification was
posted, the response time and the interaction of the user either “Clicked” or
“Removed”. If the notification was removed in any other way, those instances
were ignored.
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3.4 Data Collection Campaign
We recruited 19 volunteers that would have the app constantly running for
two weeks. The volunteers agreed to our terms and conditions and they were
allowed to opt out of the study and delete or review their data any time.
The demographic of the users ranged from 19 to 50 years old, out of which
12 were students and 7 employees. 14 users ranged from 19-30, 3 users from
30-40, and 2 users from 40-50 years old.
3.5 Encountered Problems
For the application to properly work, we had to request numerous permis-
sions. The first thing the user had to do was accept our terms and conditions
since we were gathering personal information. They were also provided more
detailed instructions of how their data was going to be used. The next
two permissions were location and access to media since AWARE framework
stored the data in the shared storage. We also had to request for notification
and event accessibility. Notification accessibility was used so that we could
monitor notification activity and the event accessibility was used to deter-
mine how the user reacted to certain notifications when the reason given by
the ’onNotificationRemoved’ method failed, that was done by looking up if
a given application was brought to the foreground at a certain time window.
There were two situations where we had to use this function. The first one
was when the user had an Android version between 6.0 and 8.0, since the pa-
rameter ’reason’ was introduced in 8.0. The other situation when we checked
the events was for some applications, for example, Facebook. Facebook uses
chat bubbles and notifications to inform the user. When a user clicks on
the chat bubble the user is brought to the chat and the notification is no
longer needed so the application is the one that removed the notification
and not the user. As such we filtered a few applications that used this kind
of method, we corrected the way the notification was answered and stored
the notification as clicked or removed based on the event log information.
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The final thing we asked the user was for our application to be exempt from
battery optimization. The reasons were due to certain manufacturers limit
WiFi and Bluetooth scanning considering it uses quite a bit of energy. By
having our app exempt from battery optimization, we could not publish it on
the app store for easy distribution. The final hurdle we had to face was that
certain manufacturers like Huawei had started killing foreground services. In
order to prevent this, we had to guide the user to disable this option for
our application. This could not be brought to the user the same way as the
accessibility request, therefore the user had to do this manually. Although
we had provided clear instructions on how to follow the steps, some users
failed and had not addressed the issue until being asked.
Chapter 4
Overview Analytics
Our data collection campaign resulted in 35,000 notification instances col-
lected from 19 volunteers during the two-week period. In this section, we
provide descriptive statistics about the collected sensor data as well as the
statistics about the users’ behavior related to the received notifications.
4.1 Preprocessing and Feature Engineering
The data gathered was parsed from JSON format to a tab delimited files for
easier use. We created a custom parser specifically for our data. The features
were extracted using Python’s popular libraries NumPy, pandas and scikit-
learn. Using these libraries, we first analysed the descriptive statistics for
each sensor type. We observed the aggregated data of all users as well as
individual data. We additionally analysed the informativeness of each sensor
on the user’s interruptibility. By thoroughly analysing the data, we expected
to single out sensors that could play a significant role in interruptibility
inference.
4.1.1 Battery
We programmatically extracted the battery status. The value could be charg-
ing, discharging or full.
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Figure 4.1: Battery data.
In the graph above Figure 4.1 we can observe the aggregated data for all
users. Three possible scenarios can be seen: charging, discharging and full.
Charging and discharging are self explanatory, but the way Android inter-
prets full is when the phone is charging and has reached a maximum battery
capacity. Based on that fact we treated full as charging. We also observed
the interplay of battery and notification data for individual users and while
most followed the same pattern as above, there were some that preferred
removing notifications rather than clicking regardless of battery state. How-
ever, we deduced that that behaviour was more of a personal preference and
unlikely to be related to the battery state.
4.1.2 Bluetooth
By scanning all nearby devices for 1 minute for every notification, we had
gathered lists of Bluetooth (BT) devices in the environment. The idea behind
the BT sensor was to find fine-grain locations such as an office at work
or a user’s living room. For each user, we calculated a distance matrix
capturing pairwise Jaccard distance between lists of BT devices sensed upon
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notification arrival [15]:
D(A,B) = 1− | A ∩B || A ∪B |
where A and B denote a list of Bluetooth device IDs sensed during any two
notification arrival events. We then ran a DBSCAN clustering algorithm to
extract top N clusters corresponding to most frequent locations described
by BT environment, and then labelled the data with this information. The
approach automatically adapted to semantically similar locations – e.g. if a
user frequently visited their office, described by a set of Bluetooth devices in
the space, an additional Bluetooth device that had not been recorded before,
for instance Bluetooth headphones, would not get in the way of recognising
the space as the user’s office.
4.1.3 Activity recognition
Using Google’s Activity Recognition (GAR) API, we gathered information
about the user’s current activity [4]. The API enabled us to access a powerful
pre-trained activity classifier, there were certain limitations when using GAR.
In order to get an answer, we need to register a callback, therefore depending
on the situation, getting an answer could vary in time. Furthermore there
were instances when the API lagged, for example, we received an answer that
the user was running after they had already stopped running.
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Figure 4.2: Activity data.
In Figure 4.2 we can observe the aggregated data for all users. The action
that dominated for all users was “STILL”. While for the majority of users,
the ratio between clicked and removed was similar to the one above, similarly
to the battery, some users preferred to remove notifications.
4.1.4 Light
Using the light sensor does not require any permission, and it consumes a
small amount of energy. We extracted the lux value of the ambient light.
The value was continuous. By using the light sensor, we hoped to determine
the ambient light such as dark, dim, light, and bright. In combination with
other sensors, we could also use the light sensor to determine if the user had
their phone face down or in their pocket.
4.1.5 Linear Accelerometer
To get the user’s acceleration we used the linear accelerometer. This allowed
us to skip calibration as it uses both the accelerometer and the gyroscope.
The idea behind using the accelerometer was to capture fine actions that
might prove to be appropriate to send a notification, unlike our activity
recognition which focused on more general actions. In order to extract the
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most helpful features, we followed the Jigsaw approach to feature engineer-
ing [16]. To get the necessary data, we sampled on the highest frequency
possible for one minute. The number of samples varied from phone to phone
and on average we got around 5000 samples per notification. We trimmed
the array of samples to 2048 samples as equally as possible. The extracted
features belonged either to the time or the frequency domain. From the
time domain we extracted: mean, variance, and mean crossing rate. To get
the frequency domain we performed a FFT, and we extracted the features:
spectrum peak, sub-band energy, sub-band energy ratio, and spectral en-
tropy, where the sub-band energy is calculated on four frequency sub-bands:
B1(0-1]Hz, B2(1-3]Hz, B3(3-5]Hz and B4(5-16]Hz. The sub-band ratios were
between B1 and B2, B3 and B4, B1 ∪ B2 and B3 ∪ B4. All of the features
were continuous.
4.1.6 Location
Through GPS we collected the users latitude and longitude for every notifi-
cation. The data was then clustered. We chose to use DBSCAN to cluster
the data for the same reason as for Bluetooth and WiFi. However, unlike
with Bluetooth and WiFi where we used all clusters, here we focused on the
2 biggest clusters. First, by clustering all the locations from a time period of
8pm to 5am, we were able to find the users home location, and so we labelled
all notifications that were within a 200m radius of the cluster’s centroid as
“HOME”. After we eliminated all the home locations from the data set we
clustered again, now from a time period of 8am to 1pm to find the users
work/school location and following the same procedure as home, we labelled
the appropriate notifications as “WORK”, and the rest of the notifications
were labelled as “OTHER”.
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Figure 4.3: Location data.
The Figure 4.3 displays the aggregated data for all users. The ratio in
regard to the number of notifications between locations is the same for all
users. However, same as the rest of the sensors, the ratio between clicked
and removed notifications per location varied per user shown in Figure 4.4,
the majority followed in the same way the above shown graph. The most
important thing to note is the difference between the total number of noti-
fications between home and work. This clearly shows that the user is more
likely to be interruptible at home rather than work.
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Figure 4.4: Normal distribution fitted with the mean and variance to the
observed behaviour of overall users with respect to clicked notifications in
different locations.
4.1.7 Screen
The screen status is a software sensor, hence a low cost sensor that uses
energy only for computation. We programmatically extracted the phone
screen status. The value is binary and could either be locked or unlocked.
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Figure 4.5: Screen data.
In Figure 4.5 the aggregated data for all users is presented. The distribu-
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tion between locked and unlocked is the same for all users. From the graph
above we can see that the users are more likely to click on a notification when
their phone is unlocked.
4.1.8 Volume
Volume is another software sensor. We programmatically extracted the phone
volume status. The value could be sound, vibration, silent, or do not disturb
(DND).
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Figure 4.6: Volume data.
The data in Figure 4.6 is the aggregated data for all users. The response
rate varies with the Volume settings. Here we confirm somewhat surprising
findings from previous studies [18, 28] – users tended to be more reachable
when the phone was set to Vibration or Silent, compared to phone set to
Sound alert. This has been explained by the fear-of-missing-out, a user’s
internal urge to check for notifications.
4.1.9 WiFi
For WiFi we followed the procedure as Bluetooth with the same idea, to find
fine locations. We scanned for 1 minute for all nearby SSIDs. Since each
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notification had a set of SSID, we calculated the distances between them
using Jaccard distance, and clustered them using DBSCAN. We labelled
each notification from 0-N depending which cluster it belonged to.
4.2 Notification Handling Analysis
We did an extensive and more comprehensive data analysis concerning our
users and possible trends. Looking at the data, we noticed anomalies with
5 users out of the 19 volunteers. These 5 users had inconsistent data, and
given we had gathered data only for a couple of days for them, or no data
at all, we decided to remove the 5 users the data set. The crashlytics that
we had set up in Firebase did not capture any crashes during the gathering
period. These anomalies could be caused by the operating system or by the
user not correctly setting up the application. Unfortunately, we cannot tell
what caused these anomalies.,
Using the 14 users we created an aggregated graph of all notifications
throughout the hours of the day. In Figure 4.7 it can be observed that the
number of notifications follows the typical circadian rhythm – they increase
at the start of the day and slowly decreasing by night. This graph is the
aggregation of all notifications of all of the users. We also investigated the
data for each user and all of them followed the same pattern. However, the
ratio between clicked and removed notification varied. Some users tended to
click on notifications, while others were more likely to remove them. We also
investigated notification handling behavior during weekdays and weekends,
however the pattern remained the same in both groups.
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Figure 4.7: Number of notifications at each hour for all notifications.
We also analysed the time it took users to answer a notification regard-
less of how they chose to handle it. In Figure 4.8 it can be seen that in 200
seconds about 99% of notifications were answered. Based on that fact we
chose to limit the time it took a user to answer a notification to 200 sec-
onds, all notifications that exceeded that time limit were labelled as removed
notifications.
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Figure 4.8: CDF of the time it took to answer a notification.
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Another trend that we observed was how the reaction of previous noti-
fications affected the result of the current notification. We observed all the
notifications being reacted in the last 30 minutes and compared past reactions
to notifications with the current one. In Figure 4.9 we can observe that the
reaction to previous notifications affected the outcome of the current one. As
the number of clicked notifications in the past 30 minutes increases so does
the probability of a notification being clicked, same for removed notifications.
We can also see that users tended to have more clicked notifications in the
past 30 minutes than removed. The number of the most clicked notifications
that we recorded was 27, while the most number of the removed was 13.
We believe that this is caused due to social media. A user tends to get in
a conversation which causes a spree of notifications. Unfortunately, we do
not have the information about the application that sent the notifications,
thus we are unable to tell how a user would react to a notification during the
conversation that belongs to a different application.
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of a notification being clicked/removed based on pre-
vious notifications.
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4.3 Insights
The analytics done to every sensor which yields categorical data, revealed
some trends about the users behaviour. Sensors like location, where we were
able to generalize the features, followed the same pattern for all users. Figure
4.3 demonstrated that users receive most of the notifications at home while
at work/school having the least number of notifications. It also illustrated
that a user was more likely to answer a notification at home. The second
trend we observed was the click rate of notifications depending on the volume
data. From Figure 4.6, we can see a surprisingly high number of notifications
using silent or vibration mode. This behaviour has been observed in previous
studies and explained as a fear-of-missing-out, a user’s habit for constantly
checking notifications. The final finding derived from the screen data. Figure
4.5 shows that when the phone was in a locked state, the number of removed
notifications was higher than the clicked notifications. The reason behind it
could be because the user does not see the notification or the notification
conveyed all the information needed and it does not require a response from
the user in which case it is removed. From the analysis we could not find a
single sensor that accurately predicted the user’s interruptibility. In the next
chapter using machine learning algorithms, we aim to harness information
from multiple sensors to predict interruptibility.
Chapter 5
Interruptibility Inference
Modelling
To predict the availability of a mobile user, we used a series of machine learn-
ing algorithms. We trained and tested the models using the data that we had
collected from our volunteers. Our goal was to find a set of sensors that most
accurately predict a user’s availability. From our data analytics in Chapter
4, we observed that some of the sensors had reflected users general behavior,
while other sensors better described individual behavior. Understanding this,
we chose to create two models, a general and a personal model. We bene-
fited from the general model as it was pre-trained on previously collected data
from other users, meaning we could get immediate results when we applied
the model to a new user. The personal model required a certain period of
data collecting from that particular user, before we could accurately predict
their availability. However, the fact that the personal model was tailored
around a single user indicates that we are able to more accurately predict
whether the user was interruptible.
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5.1 What is Interruptibility?
Despite a number of works about interruptibility inference using mobile sens-
ing data, to the best of our knowledge, there is no clear definition to what
interruptibility is. Therefore we chose to train and validate both models con-
structed upon the data recorded when a notification arrived, as well as the
models constructed upon the data recorded when a notification was reacted
to (clicked or removed). Considering that most of our notifications were re-
moved in the first 200 seconds, the difference between both states should
be relatively similar in most instances (i.e. the user would not change their
location or behavior during that period). Nevertheless, in the rest of the
chapter we present the results for both model types.
5.2 General Models for Interruptibility Infer-
ence
For our modelling we used Scikit-learn library [22]. First, we prepared the
data by using the Leave-one-out (LOO) method where we separated one user
from the rest. We had 14 groups in each of them leaving out a different user
for testing, whereas the rest of the 13 users participated in the model training.
We used this method to get a more realistic score. For the ML models, we
chose k-nearest neighbours, Naive Bayes, support-vector machine, random
forests, decision tree, and AdaBoost classifiers. These models have been
previously proven to be useful in the area of interruptibility inference [3].
Understanding which sensors yielded the greatest accuracy and eliminat-
ing those that did not, is a crucial part of our thesis. In order to find the best
parameters for the algorithms, we used exhaustive grid search. We chose one
user to be left out and trained the model on the others, and we also gave
numerous values for each parameter of the algorithms. We observed the best
accuracy and further divided each parameter until we found the best com-
bination for each algorithm. Using the best parameters, we proceeded with
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selecting the best features. For this reason, we first chose to use L1-based
feature selection, though upon testing, we got up to 71% accuracy, and as
such, we thought we could do better. As an alternative, we chose to use
exhaustive feature selection trying all possible combinations. For the general
model, we used all sensors except for WiFi and Bluetooth since these two
sensors provide information about fine locations, which are related to a par-
ticular individual and cannot be generalized. Using the rest of the sensors,
we were left with 19 features, and the amount of computation we had to do
was overwhelming.
12 out of the 19 features belonged to the accelerometer therefore we chose
to use the accelerometer as one, reducing the number of possibilities to 28 −
1. In order to determine which features to use from the accelerometer, we
performed another extensive feature selection just on the accelerometer’s
features. The best combination we obtained was not much better than the
one we might have used if applying all the features of the accelerometer, and
since we didn’t need any additional computation to extract the rest of the
features, we decided to use all 12 features for the accelerometer. Once we had
decided on the accelereometer’s features, we performed another exhaustive
feature selection now on all of the sensors, and whenever the accelerometer
came up we would use all 12 of its features together.
5.2.1 Classifier Evaluation
For fair evaluation we used cross validation with the LOO method where we
applied the average of all of the users scores. For each iteration the model was
reset and retrained on a new set of data to prevent overfitting. The results are
shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for the models constructed on the data collected
at times when the notifications were posted, and times when the notifications
were reacted upon. The group of sensors that yielded the highest accuracy
included: proximity, screen status, volume, battery and location. SVM and
RF appear to be the models with the highest accuracy performance of all.
Deeper analysis revealed that the NB model performed better when fewer
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sensors were used and, as the amount of used data was controlled, the NB’s
improvement rate was slower compared to the other algorithms. SVM had a
slow start but performed better as the data set increased, RF was faster than
SVM but had the same slow start and performed better on data with more
sensors. DT and AdaBoost performance was in the middle, while KNN’s
performance greatly depended on the amount of neighbours we chose, with
k=11 found by the grid search, yielding the best performance. In addition,
for certain groups of features this algorithm performed well, while for others
it performed poorly.
Baseline KNN NB SVM RF DT ADA
Accuracy 0.62 0.64 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.70 0.70
Recall / 0.82 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.87 0.85
Precision / 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.65 0.66 0.64
F1 / 0.73 0.77 0.78 0.75 0.78 0.74
Table 5.1: Evaluation of general models constructed on data collected at the
time a notification was posted. Sensors included: proximity, screen, volume,
battery and location
Baseline KNN NB SVM RF DT ADA
Accuracy 0.62 0.66 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72
Recall / 0.76 0.88 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.90
Precision / 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.71
F1 / 0.74 0.79 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.79
Table 5.2: Evaluation of general models constructed on data collected at the
time a notification was reacted upon. Sensors included: proximity, screen,
volume, battery and location
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5.3 Personal models for Interruptibility In-
ference
Not all users reacted in the same way. In order to capture those unique traits,
we created personal models. The trade off between using the general and the
personal model is that for the personal model we would need to gather data
for some time, while the general model could be pre-trained so that we could
get immediate results. However, the personal model allows us to use WiFi
and Bluetooth combined with the fact that the model is shaped around a
single user, as such we get a significant boost in accuracy. Using WiFi and
Bluetooth brought the number of features up to 10. As previously done, we
used extensive feature selection with 210− 1 possibilities which increased the
computation time. The same group of models were used as for the general
model and the same parameters for the models were kept. We took the users
individual data and we divided it using a 70/30 ratio where the 70% of the
data was used for training and the 30% was used for testing the models. The
training data was then further split into 70/30 which was used for exhaustive
grid search to find the best parameters however we saw that the parameters
were very similar to those of the general model and the gained accuracy was
not worth the computation so we chose to use the same parameters as the
general model.
5.3.1 Classifier Evaluation
To evaluate the personalized models we divided the users. We divided each
individual data set into a 70/30 split. For each user we calculated the eval-
uation metrics for every model and every feature combination. Using that
data we calculated the mean for all of the users and presented them in Ta-
bles 5.3 and 5.4. The best combination of features were screen, volume,
battery, location, activity, WiFi, Bluetooth and accelerometer with SVM,
which had the highest achieved accuracy of 84%. While in this example RF
falls behind, on average, with different groups of sensors, it was one of the
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better models. NB performed better with fewer sensors and any additional
sensors did not affect the accuracy as much as they did for the other mod-
els. DT and AdaBoost performed on par with the other algorithms and no
unique trend was observed. KNN proved to be unreliable as proved before.
Note that the tables also show the standard deviation of scores among all 14
users.
KNN NB SVM RF DT ADA
Accuracy 0.83 0.81 0.84 0.78 0.80 0.72
Standard
deviation
0.13 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.12
Recall 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.81 0.96 0.81
Precision 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.72 0.69 0.69
F1 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.76 0.81 0.74
Table 5.3: Evaluation of personalized models constructed on data collected
at the time a notification was posted. Sensors included: screen, volume,
battery, location, activity, WiFi, Bluetooth, accelerometer
KNN NB SVM RF DT ADA
Accuracy 0.81 0.79 0.84 0.74 0.80 0.73
Standard
deviation
0.08 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.07
Recall 0.95 0.89 0.97 0.83 0.96 0.84
Precision 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.82 0.78 0.81
F1 0.86 0.85 0.87 0.82 0.86 0.82
Table 5.4: Evaluation of personalized models constructed on data collected at
the time a notification was reacted upon. Sensors included: screen, volume,
battery, location, activity, WiFi, Bluetooth, accelerometer
Chapter 6
Energy - Accuracy Trade-off in
Interruptibility Inference
Mobile phones have a limited amount of energy and certain sensors use more
energy than others. Based on their energy consumption, we divided them
into groups. The first group was the base group which contained all the
low energy cost sensors: battery, screen, volume, proximity, light and ac-
tivity recognition. Since their energy cost is minuscule, we chose them as
the base. In order to improve accuracy of interruptibility inference, we in-
troduced a hierarchical way of turning on additional sensors, starting with
the accelerometer and following Bluetooth and WiFi one after another, while
ending with location sensor. The order of sensors was based on their prac-
ticality and energy cost (Table 6.1) and since we were using Bluetooth and
WiFi, the models had to be personalized, not general.
Next we introduced confidence thresholds. Out of all of the ML mod-
els, only NB and RF were able to give us the probable estimate, providing
information for a certain input and the probability of a certain class (i.e. in-
terruptible or not interruptible). Based on the model’s confidence, we created
five thresholds: 50% which is the base, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% confidence.
Our goal was to determine how much does the accuracy of inference, and
the energy consumption increase as we incremented the confidence thresh-
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old (i.e a more confident result from our classifier was required) and at the
same time additional, more costly sensors were activated to achieve the given
classification confidence. Given that we were using confidence levels, out of
the 5 models we were left with random forest and naive Bayes. In order to
evaluate the effect of the thresholding and additional sensor activation, from
the collected data set, we used the notification instances where data coming
from all the sensors was collected. This reduced the number of users from
14 to 6. We then divided the data by user and split this data using a 70/30
split. We went threshold by threshold and if the confidence level of the model
was below the threshold, we activated an additional sensor, until all of the
sensors were used. If the final answer was below the threshold, we didn’t
register that answer but we counted the energy spent for that notification.
Sensor Curr. drawn (mA) Time (s) Charge spent (mAh) Source
Accelerometer 80 60 1.33 [11]
Bluetooth 25 60 0.42 [7]
WiFi 100 60 1.67 [9]
Location 140 13 0.5 [11]
Table 6.1: Energy spent by sensor.
In Table 6.1 some of the data might be old and outdated since different
manufacturers use different sensors and with each passing year, sensors are
getting more and more efficient. However the date should provide a good
estimate in how much energy was spent per each threshold.
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Figure 6.1: Energy - Accuracy Trade-off.
Figure 6.1 shows the additional energy needed for more reliable interrupt-
ibility inference. It can be clearly seen that as we increased the confidence
threshold so did the energy and the inference accuracy. Two models are
shown in the graph. We observe that Random Forest performed better than
Naive Bayes. Yet, for the first three thresholds the difference between the
models was not that large. This is because NB learned faster on fewer sensors
and the confidence was higher, although the additional sensors have a smaller
impact on the confidence. Moreover, it is evident that as the 80% threshold
was approached, NB had to activate more and more sensors to increase the
confidence level. Unlike NB, RF had a more gradual increase. And while we
might spend more energy up until the 70% threshold, we gain in accuracy
and since the confidence level of RF was more greatly affected by the number
sensors, at higher thresholds RF was more efficient than NB.
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Chapter 7
Towards an Energy-Optimal
Interruptibility Inference
Model
Using the knowledge we obtained from the threshold study in Figure 6.1, we
devised a solution for an energy-efficient real-time notification system. Our
approach is based on the NB and/or RF confidence thresholding, yet any
other machine learning algorithm providing inference confidence estimates
might have been used instead. The approach went as follows: at the begin-
ning the threshold was set to 90% confidence and when a notification was
about to be posted, we queried the model for an interruptibility prediction.
When we got an answer with the required confidence, we acted upon this
information (i.e. post or defer from posting a notification) and then moved
on to the next time slot. If, however, the confidence level was lower than the
threshold, we decreased the threshold by 10% and moved to the next time
slot, without posting the notification. We kept decreasing the threshold until
we got an answer and when we did, we returned the threshold to 90%. This
way the threshold could be decreased up to 50% since the models were most
uncertain if they have a 50/50 answer. The way we used the sensors is the
same as described in Chapter 6. Note that this approach used a personalized
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model, thus allowing for utilisation of all sensors.
A thorough evaluation of this approach would require a real-world imple-
mentation, so that the actual moments when posting a notification can be
examined. Since such an evaluation was beyond the scope of this thesis, we
emulate the evaluation on a pre-collected trace. We selected a single user
who in 24 hours received 46 notifications. For the models we used NB and
RF, both were trained on the rest of the user’s data and they were tested on
the selected day.
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Figure 7.1: Real-Time Energy - Accuracy Trade-off.
Model Base Acc BT WiFi Loc No Answer
NB 18 1 0 2 2 23
RF 5 3 1 11 1 25
Table 7.1: Sensors used.
Figure 7.1 depicts the classifier accuracy and additional energy spent for
the above real-time confidence-aware classification. We used both RF and
NB models and it can be seen that NB uses less energy than RF, however,
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RF makes this up in accuracy. The reason is because the way we handled the
thresholds favors NB in terms of energy efficiency. As described in Chapter
6, NB has a higher confidence with less data and it is more likely to give an
answer with just the base sensors, while RF needs more data to confidently
predict a user’s availability. Table 7.1 shows the use of either the baseline or
additional sensors during the above inference for the two models, confirm-
ing that NB delivered most of its decisions using only the baseline sensors.
RF, as evident from the graph, had clearly outperformed NB in terms of
accuracy. However, we have to note that the data set used to validate the
real-time models was quite small, we were working with 46 notifications,
which may not be representative of the general behavior. Furthermore, this
approach introduces a time delay in notification posting. If a threshold is
not reached we query the next time slot. Assessing the extent of this delay
would require real-world implementation of the proposed method. Neverthe-
less, these results are meant as a proof of concept that can be used for further
development.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis, the problem of mobile interruptibility inference was examined.
Compared to the previous work, the energy consumption of sensors providing
the necessary data for interruptibility inference was considered for the first
time. An Android data collection app was designed and implemented which
further was installed by 19 volunteers for a period of 2 weeks. In the given
time frame, users’ notification activity was monitored and sensor data was
gathered when notifications were posted and reacted to. To determine the
users‘ availability, data was prepossessed, analysed, and validated in search
of the most accurate and efficient way of using sensors. Different machine
learning models have been explored and built for general and personal noti-
fication behaviour modelling with our personal model achieving up to 84%
accuracy. In the thesis, a novel method for balancing energy and accuracy in
interruptibility modelling has been developed. The method relies on confi-
dence thresholds that certain machine learning models provide. Using a pre-
collected data-set, the approach showing a practical value for energy-efficient
interruptibility inference was evaluated. A paper describing the thesis work,
titled ”Trading Energy for Accuracy in Mobile interruptibility inference”, is
accepted for presentation at the UbitTention 2020 workshop, held in con-
junction with ACM UbiComp 2020. In the future, we hope to examine the
accuracy and energy savings trade-off in other machine learning models, such
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as deep learning models built on a larger amount of data. We believe that
our approach brings context-aware interruptibility inference a step closer to
wider practical adoption.
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